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AN INVESTIGATION OF A THERMAL &E-PREVENTION SYSTEM FOR A TWIN-ENGINE
TRANSP,ORTi,AIRPLANtI

By AL”%,R. JONES

SUhIMARY

Seceral pretily publiehed repoti on a comprehensive
investigation of a thermal ice-prevention ey.sternfor a typ”cal
twin-engine tran8p@rtairplane are correlated un”thsome un-
published data to pre8ent the entire inre8tigation in one pub-
Mation. The thermal system investigated wus baeed upon
the transfer oj heat from the engine ezhauedgas to air, which
is then cauwd to$ow along the inner eur$aceof any po&”onof
the airplane for which protectwn is deeired. The investigation
conm”stedof (1) the analysis oj the heat requirement for ice
protection of the wing8, empennage, and m“ndshieid; (9) the
design, fabrication, and installation of the thermal system in
the test airphe; (~) performance tests of the 8y8tem in clear
air and in natural icing conditions, at Rvious altitude8 and
engine operating conditions; and (~] the .waluation oj the
efeote of the eyetem on the airplane cruise performance and
the 8tructural integrity of the wings.

For the determination of the thermal performance of the sys-
tem, rentum”meters and thermocouple were installed to measure
the heated-air-$ow rates throughout the sy~ternand the resultant
temperature m-seof the s-wfaces to be protected. Flight tests
were made in clear air to obtain data for comparison with the
design analpsis, supplemented by actuul performance tests in
natural-icing conditions dun”ng which both thermal data and
observations of the ice-prewntion and remoral capabilities of
the thermal eystek were recorded.

To determine th8 ej%ts of the thermal ice-prevention instal-
lation on the airplane cruise performance, comparahke Bight
tests were undertaken m“ththe airplane in the original and the
rm”sed conditions. The possible deleteriowe e~ect8 of the
ey8iem on the mungstructure were considered to be (1) reduction
in the strength of the w“ng structural material at elemted
temperature, (2) thermal stres8e.sgenerated by temperature
gradient8 in the wing, and (t?)corrosion. The jir8t two e~ects
were cwaluatedby jiight tests in which 8tructure temperature
and 8tre8se8were measured. A. metallurgical eccamination of
the wing leading e~ee prooided information concerning the
third fartor, corrosion.

The surface-temperature ties measured in- the performance
tests of the thermal sy8te-mwere greater than tho8e predicted
by the design anal@s, indicating the analysis method is
con8ervatire but Tequires rejnement. The system prooided
satisfactory protection in all of the icing condition8 encountered

which, in some instance8, were euj%x”ent[yserere to produce
ice accretionsfrom I?to ~ inches thick on unprotected swqace8.

The change in the airplane cruising pe~ormance resulting
from the installation of the thermal system wa8 about 6 miles
per hour indicated air~peed at 10,000 feef, and was considered
to be almost entirely caused by the parasite drag oj the primaq
heat e.rchanger-in8taUations. The maximum structure tern-
peratures recoT&d dum”ng operation of the thermal eystern
indicated that m“zablereductions in strength could be arpected“-
in an unregulated 8y8tem. Theee losses, howecer, could be
reduced i!o an acceptable ra[ue by Regulating the ~8tem to’
Mpply only the surface temperatures Tequiredfor ice prezvntion.

The operation of the un”ng leading-edge thermal system- ““
produced thermal stre~8eswhich may be negligible for regions
afi of the heated leading edge, but should be considered dun”ng
design for the leading-edge region. The metallurgical exami-
nation of the mung leading edge indicated that no corro~”re
e$ects were noted which cou[d be attm”butedto the ba~”cprin-
m“pleof employing free-stream air (heated by an exhaust-gas-to-
aiT heat exchanger) a~ the hea&tranefer medium in an internal
circulator 8y8tem.

LWTRODUCTION

For several years the A’ACA has been engaged in a research
program to invwtigat-e the feasibility of utilizing the waste
heat of airplane engine e.@mst gases for the protection of
the airplane from ice accretion. The initiaI stages of this
research were conducted in wind tunnek and in flight,
utilizing heated modek and si.nmlated icing conditions
(referencm 1, 2, 3, and 4). The results of these tests h-di-
cated that the heating requirements for the wings, empen-
nage, and windshield were of a magnitude which one could
reasonably expect to extract from the exhaust gases, aria‘r
that the structure temperatures required vrould not be
excessive. AS a rwult of these encouraging conclusions, thq.
NTACAexhaust-heat system was installed in a small transport
airplane and in two four-engine bombers and successffly
tested in natural-icing conditions (references 5, 6, and 7).

& a continuation of this general research program, the
knes Aeronautical Laboratory has compIeted a comprehen-
sive investigation of the development of a. thermal ice-
prevention system for a typical twin-engine transport air-
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FIGUREI.—The twfn-sngfne transport test afrplane before installation of the thermal kprwentfon watcm.

plane. (See fig. 1.) The investigation consisted of (1) a
design analysis for the thermal system, (2) the design and
installation of the system in the airplane, (3) performance
tests of the thermaIsystem in clear air and in icing conditions
at various airplane operating conditions, (4) observations of
the eflect of the thermal system on the cruising speed of the
airplane, (5) measurement of the therrmd stresses in the
wing resulting from operation of the system, and (6) a
metallurgical examination of the wing interior to determine
if any corrosive or high-temperature effects were present.

~Sevenreports (references 8 to 14, hicIusive) have been
published on the various phases of the investigation. This
report comprises a summary of those references together
with some previously unpublished data, and has been pre-
pared to prwent the entire scope of the research in one
publication, The investigation was undertaken in coopera-
tion with thti Air Mat&iel Command of the Amy Air
Forces, and extended from approximately February 1943
to October 1945. Valuable assistance -wasprovided by the
Curtiss-Wright Corp. throughout the project. The flight
tests were made at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
Moff ett Field, Calif., and at the Army Air Forces rce
Reseiwch Base, Min.neapoIis,Minn.

DESIGNANALYSISOF THE THERMAL SYSTEM

The basic principle of the NTACAexhaust-heat ice-preven-
tion system consists of the removal of heat from the exhaust
gas and the transfer of this heat to the surfaces to be pro-
tected. The transfer medium employed is free-stream air,
which receives heat in heat exchangers located in the exhaust-
gas stream and releases the heat to the protected regions
while passing between a double-surface arrangement pro-
vided to increase the rate of heat transfer.

WING, EMPENNAGE,AND WINDSHIELD HEATEEQDlREMENl_9

For the test airplane, the inner surface at the wing and
empennage leading edges (fig. 2) extends to 10 percent of
the chord, is corrugated to form chorchviseair passagm, and
is separated at the leading edge. to allow entrance of the

Corrugofim dimensions

79-=X Chordwise flow
-of beoted oir

-Outer
\ skin
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&o-d section

FmuEB 2.–Stiiiiiidurai detafis of a typid W@ or empmmege thcrmaf fca-prewution aystom
amplogfng hcateu ah

heated air. Spamvise distribution of the heated air to t.hc
corrugation passages is effected by a bafilc plfito located
about 5 percent chord. After passage through t.hc douW-
surface region, the heated air circuIatw freely in tlio wing
intelior and is discharged at the flap or aileron slot. To
provide a double-surface system for the windshioId, an inner
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transparent panel was installed. The complete design
analysis of the thermaI system is presented in detaiI in
reference 8, and only the generaI procedure followed and
principal rmults obtained will be presented here.

Wing and empennage mmlysis.—The design spec.i.tlcation
selected for the wing and empennage surfaces, based on
past experience, was the maintenance of the airfoil surface
forward of the 10-percent-chord point at a temperature of
approximately 1000 F above free-stream temperature during
flight in clesz air. The temperature rise just specified was
calculated for fight at a pressure altitude of “18,000 feet
and at engine power corresponding to maximum range.
The free-stream air temperature -wastaken as 0° F.

Bemuse of structural temperature limitations, a vaIue of
300° F -was seIected as the maximum temperature of the.
heated air entering the wing or empennage. In the genertd
case, the cIasignanaIysis consists of the determination of the
externsl-surftice heat-transfer coefficients and the adjustment
of the doubIe-surface gap and the heated-aiq-flow rate to
provid% the required surface-temperature rise. For this
investigation, hovreveq, it wfis expedient to utilize the same
corrugated inner-surface dimensions as empIoyed for the
rtirpkmesof references 6 and 7, hence the onIy controllable
variable remaining was the heated-air-flow rate. This was
not a serious restriction because of the similarity in per-
formance, and hence heating requirements, of the airplanes
concerned.

In order to provide basic datq for the calculation of the
external-wuface heat-transfer co~cients, pressure beIts
(reference 15) were installed over the forward 20 percent of
the chord on the wing and empennage surfaces. Transition
from laminar to turbuIent flow was considered to take pIace
at the theoret.icaIlaminm separation point which, based on
calculations from the flight pressure distribution data, always
occurred well aft of the doubIe-surface region (10 percent
chord). The methocl of reference 16 was used for the com-
putation of the surface-heat-transfer coef6cients. This
method appIies only to laminar flow, and is based on a de-
rived relation bet-ween boundary-layer thickness and heah
transfer coefficient. A tj-pical curve of the variation of
heat-transfer coefficient with chord position for the wing is
presented in figure 3.

The n=t step was the determination of the spamvise
distribution of heated-air-flow rate which would provide the
desired surface t~mperature rise. Since the corrugation
passages were of constant cross section, the exact design
value of 1000 F surface temperature could not be established
at all points on the Ieacling edge. The procedure followed
was to assume 1000 F rise for the surface from Oto 3 percent
chord, caIculate the required heated air flow, and then
determine the temperature rise aft of 3 percent chord pro-
duced by that flow. After the desired air flow for several
representative corrugation passages was established, it was
found that location of the baflle at 5 percent chord provided
a spanwiae-flow pressure drop which would cause the air to
distribute itself properly in the corrugations. Considerable
triaI-and-error and compromise was invoIved and the surface
temperature varied as a consequence. The calculated sur-
face-temperature rises for the double-surface regions of the

“w
Lower ~face &per surfxa

Sfc x [00

FIGUES 3.-Oakulated external heat-franskr mefEcIerd from pcemmwMIt dats for wing
Shltio)l 167.

wing and empennage are presented in &ures 4, 5, and 6.
The wing-surface-temperature rises were all in remonabl~
agreement with the design requirement of 100° F. In the
case of the empennage, the temperatures from O to.3 percent
chord were of the specified ma=mitude, but. the values from
3 to 10 percent chord were considerably higher than the
design requirement. This effect could have been alleviated
by varying the corrugation passage area, but the anticipated
improvement did not justify the shop work required.

Windshield analysis,—The determination of the heat
required for windsbieId protection d%ered from the generaI
procedure used for the airfoil surfaces because no data were
available for the calculation of the surface-heat-transfer coef-
ficient. The method of reference 17 was used, which is based
on the selection of a heat flow through the windshield outer
panel considered satisfactory for ice protection. This speci-
fied heat flow was taken m 1,000 Btu per hour per square
foot, with the outer-surface temperature assumed to be 50°
FYas recommended in reference 17.

The heated air for the w-indshieIdwas supplied from a sec-
ondary exchanger and discharged into the cockpit, for heat-
ing purposes, after passing through the windshield gap. The
secondary exchanger vas required in order ta avoid the pos-
sible danger of carbon monoxide in the primary air from the
daust-heat gas wmhangera being discharged into the
cockpit.

Calculations, using the charts of reference 17, indicated
that no practical double-panel design which wouId give the
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required heat flow was poss;bIe with the heat available.from
the secondary exchanger. The windshield installation fially
adoptd consisted of (1) the double-paneI arrangement which
would provide the most heating for the allowable pressure
drop through the gap, and (2) a means for discharging the
primary air from the secondary exehanger over the outer sur-

face of the windshield. The windshield gap was established
as three-sixteenths inch.

EXHAUST QAS-AIR HEAT EXCHANGEIt DESIGN

Requirements.-The resuhs of the analysis of Lhe wing
and empennage heat requirements (figs. 4, 5, and 6) show a
design h~ated air flow of 4,130 pounds per hour for each wing
and 6,148 pounds per hour for the empennage. Tho cxhrmst-
collectmj.netalhition on the test airplano provided an exhaust
stack on each side of the two nacelles. Tho two .outb~ard
stacks were selected to provide wing heat and Lhetwo inboard
stacks, empennage and windshield hint. The heat roquiro-
ment for one wing (4,130 Ib/hr at a temperature of 300° l?,
or about. 300,000 Btu/lm) was selected as the required output
for each of the four exchangers at the design ffight condition.

In order to avoid auxiliary air pumps in the. thermal icc-
prevention system, it was necessmy that tb design over-all
pressure leas of the heated a&, from induction in t-hehcat-
exchanger scoop to discha~e from the w*, be no grcata
than free-stream dynamic pressure.

At the design conditions of maximum rrmge cruising rttt
18,000 feet, the indicated airspeed was about 155 miles per
hour, or approximately 60-pounds-pcr-squme-fooL dynamic
pressure. The aHowableloss was arbitrarily divided equally
between the heat-exchanger installation and the system after
the exchangers. The pressure loss in tho wing and empen-
nage heating systems was computed during the wing and
empennage anaIysis and is discussed in reference 8. Tho
allowable heat-exchanger-installation pressure Ioss of 30
pounds per square foot was divided into thrco equal pmta of
10pou.ml.sper square foot each for the inlet header, exchanger
core,~and outlet-header losses.

IThe exchangercore is the portion of the exehenger Iostelletbn In which the bent k
tramferred from the eshsrrstgasto theedr.
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Core design,-Flight tests of several exhaust gas-air heat.
exchangers at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory (reference
18) and an extgmsivelaboratory investigation by the Uni-
versity of California (reference 19) indicated several advan-
tages of the flat-plate-type cross-flow exchanger selected for
this investigation. These were (1) a high ratio of usefuI to
nonusefuI pressure Ioss, (2) ease of design and fabrication,
(3) a favorable ratio of heat output to core weight and VOL
ume, (4) service Me as satisfactory, if not better, than other
avaikble types.

The calculations, which were undertaken to establish the
size of the exchanges are presented in detaiI in reference 9,
and the fhal exchanger configuration is shown’ in figure 7.

Header design,—The tied location of the he-at-exchanger
core, and the necessity for maintaining the heated-air outIet
outside the nacelle in order to avoid extensive nacelle alter-
atione, restricted to a large extent the choice of inlet and
outlet header shape. To these difficulties was added the

lack of information on the design of converging and diverg-
ing bends. Consequently, the headers were built, rather
than designed and the over-all isothermal pressure drop was
measured for various air-flow rates supplied by a blower.
These pressm”elosses obtained at approxitnately constan~
temperature, sea-level pressure conditions were extrapolated
to the dmign flight conditions, and the pressure drops for
the header configurations -were about 4 pounds per square
foot for the irdet-and 11 pounda per square foot for the outlet.
The over-all pressure drop for the exchanger inetdlation
wouId th~ be approximately 25 pounda per squaro foot, as
compar~d to the value of 30 allowed for design.

DESCRIPTIONOF THE ICE-PREVENTIONSYSTEM

The test airphne (Air Forces designation C-46) is a twin-
engine lo-w-wingmonoplane of the heavy cargo typo powered
by two Pratt & Whitney Model R-2800-51 engines having
a sea-IeveI rating of 2,OOOhorsepower each. The general

. ~Heo}ed leuding edges .-. /T\
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‘ Heafed [cod/ng edge”
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F1O-URE&-Oenernl fmsngsroentOfthermal ice-prcremtion equipment fn the test airplmrn
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FIGUEE 9.—Location of the heaf exchangers on the Est alrplarre.

arrangement of the thermal ice-prevention system installed changers are of the flat-plate cross-flow type, incorporating

for this investigation is shown in figure 8. A detailed de- alterrtate exhaust-gas and air passages. Provisions were
scription of the system is presented in reference 10, and onIy made in the installation for such factors as expansion of the
the major items wiII be discussed in this report. exchanger longitudinally and relative motion between the

PRIMARY HEAT EXCHAllGERS =changer and the exhaust collector. VaIves for the purpose ‘

The fiaI heat-exchanger design and the installation in of directing the heated air to the ice-prevention system or
the nacelle are presented in figures 7, 9, and 10. The ex- dischaxging it to the free stream were installed i.mmediateIy

(d Front dew. (b) Rear dew.

FIIICEE 1O.—TYPICEIheat exehnoger instda~ wfthout faking, on the test ekpkne.
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tided for. thti exchanger installation
and incorporated a scoop for cooling
between the exchanger and the collector. .

HEATED-AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The heated-air distribution system is shown in f$yuw 8.
In the case of the outboard exchtingem, the hcatcc~ air is
admitted to the wing outer-panel icc-prcven{iou systwn at “a
point just outboard of the nacelles. For single-engine opera-
tion of either engine, the heated air cm be divided Mwocn
the right ~nd the left wing outer-panel systems by opcrat.ion
of crossover vaIves located as shown in figure 8. The
heated. akfrom the inboard exchangers passes through t.h!
leading edge of the inboard panels in 6-inch-diameter ducts
to a common junction on the left side of the fuselage. A
portion of. the air is diverted from the ducts in th inboard
panels to supply the inboard-panel leading-edge icc-prcYen-
tion system. From the junction in tho fusckige, the hmtcd
air is directed forward through a 4-inch duct to the sccondmy-
exchanger in the airplane nose, and aft through a 6:ich duct
to the empennage. These supply ducts wem all insulated
with asbeatis paper and a rocli-wooI-type covering. Several
valves, usually of the butterfly type, were Iocatecl throughout
the heated-air supply system in order to control the &st.r~@-
tion of the air flow.

FIGURE Il.—Typical heat exchanger Inatfdlatfotiwith fakfng,

after the exchanger air outlets. For the left nacell~ the
heated-air ducts from the discharge vaks to the leading edge

of the wing were formed as venturi meters in order to provide

means for evaluating the rate of nir fl~w. The fairing pro-
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WINGS

A typical section of the wing outer-panel leading edge as
revised for thermal ice-prevention is shown in figure 12. The
construction is basicaIIy the sane as that presented in the
analysis section (fig. 2) with the exc~ptions that,the nose ribs
are shown and a nose rib liner has been added. This liner
was found ta be required in order to reduce the pressure drop
in the spanwise distribution duct caused by the nose ribs.
The corrugated inner skin e.stends to the 10-percent-chord
point and the heated air enters the chordwise passages
through a gap at the leading edge betwem the upper and
lower segments of the inner skin. After leaving the corruga-
tion passages, the heated air circulates throughout the wing
interior, passing through reinforced holes in the spar webs,
and is discharged through the aileron and flap slots. For the
wing tips, the type of leading-edge construction is sindar to
that employed for the outer panel vvit.hthe exception that the
corrugated inner skin -wasreplaced by a dimpled type which
was more adaptable to the double-contour forming necessary.
In the case of the wing inboard panels, the corrugated inner

“f
,..

S;milOr to wing f;p-.. ‘.” ~“. . .

G.
. . . ...*

Fw leading edge
~efailS see fig. 14 “.

/ -
. . . . .

‘\

skin e~tends in a continuous sheet from 5 percent chord on
the -wing lower surface to 10 percent chord on the upper
surface. The heated air flows from bottom to top aro~d__
the leading edge.

EMPEXNAGE

The general arrangement of the thermal ice-prevention
equipment in the empennage is shown in figure 13. Distri-
bution of the heated air is controlled by adjustment of the
three butterfly valves shown in the figure. The revisio~ ___
to the stabilizer and b leading edges are identical and a typi-
cal section is shown in figure 14. The corrugated inner_skin. .:
extends to 10 percent of the airfoil chord and the corrugation
passages are identical in size to those for the vving. After ——
leaving the leading-edge region, the heatd air circulates @....
the stabilizer or fin intelior and is discharged at the elevator.
or rudder slot. The dimpled skin type of construction em-
ployed in the wing-tip revisions-wasako used for the stabilizer

and fin tips.

\

H
Venfuri me fer ---- - \ ~- --.4 inch ducf \ \A

-- -. ----

FICJUBE18.-Geneml 18v-out ot thermal icemrwentlon m~ment In the emmwmags M the test akphne.
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SECONDARY HEAT EXCHANGER AND WINDSHIELD

A secondary heat exchanger was installed in the nose of the
airplane to provide carbon-monoxide-free heated air for
cockpit and windshield heating as shown in figure 15. The
design analysis of the windshield heating requirements indi-
cated that the secondary air -would not have suftlcient heat
capacity for windshield protection tid, therefore, provision
w-as made to dischargo the primary air for the secondary
exchanger over the outer surface of the windshield to provide
additional heating. This air was discharged along the lower
edge of the windshield through a eIot. The secondary air
enters the system at the airplane.nose and, by means of valves
located behind the exchanger, the mixture temperature of the
cockpit ventilating air can be controlled, When windshield
heating is destied, further manipulation of these same valves
deflects the heated secondary air to a blower, which, in turn,
boosts the air through the windshield system. Inner re-
movable panels, spaced three-sixteenths inch from the exist-
ing outer panels, were installed on both the pilot’s and cop-
ilot’s windshields, Heated–iir is supplied to the three-
sixteentbs inch gap at the bottom and is discharged into the
cockpit at the top.

CONTROLS

The four discharge valves at the primary exchanger air
outlets are operated by electric motors controllable from the
cockpit. Various degrees of valve openings can be obtained
by intermittent operation of the motor switches, and a cam
on the motm automatically opena the circuit at the end of
the valve travel. The cross-over valves (fig. 8) and the

—.

valves at the seconcla.ryheat-exchanger outle~ (fig. 15) arc
adjustable in flight by means of push-pull cable con[rols.
All of the remaining valves of the. system arc normally ad-
justed on.the ground, although some can be rcachcd in flight
if necessary.

PROPELLER PROTECTION

The pgope.llerswere provided with a standard rdcohol distrib-
ution system consisting of slinger rings and grooved rubber
shoes cemented b. the blades to aid in the removal of icc
accretions during the flight tests in natural-icing conditions.

PERFORMANCETESTS OF-THE THERMALIC!E-PREVENTIO~
SYSTEM

In order to establish the thermal performance of t.hc icc-
prevention system, tight tests were undertaken in clear air
and in natural-icing conditions. The clear air flights in-
cluded twts at the design conditions, and also at scverai t,win-
and single-engine operating conditions at various altitudcs.
The flights in icing conditions were made at various engine
powers, and at altitudes up to 13,000 feet.

In initial flight tests, the quantity of free-stream air enter-
ing the secondary exchanger from the opening in the airplane
nose was excessive. For all tests reported hrrein, tho MMC
inlet was scaled and holes were made in t.hosido of the cluct
forward of the exchanger, thus allowing cabin air to be drawn
throught~e Wchanger by the windshield blower.

Clear-air flights were conducted at the Ames Aeronautical
Laboratmy, Moffett Field, Calif., and clear-air and icing
flights at the Air Mat&iel Command Lx. Research Base,
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Minneapolis, Minn. During all of these tests the airplane
gross weight -wasabout 40,000 pounda.

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRU31EVTATION ●

‘l’he principal factors measured, upon which the evaluation

of the performzmce was based, were (1) weight rate of heated

air flow to all pints of the system, (2) temperatures of the

heated air, (3) temperature rise of components of the airplane

ax-posed to the heated air, and (4) operating concfition of the

airpkme. The air-flow rates were determined by venturi

meters installed in the supply ducts and the twnperatures

were. determined with thermocouples. The thermocouples

(about 200 in number) were connected to a switching amange-
ment which provided either mamml selection and krnpem-

ture indication or automatic recording in sequence. The

speci.lic locations of all points of pressure and temperature

measurement are presented in reference 11. The airpl~e

operating conditions (aItitude, airspeed, and engine speed and

manifold pressure) were measured with standard ,aircraft

indicating instruments. To reduce the possib~ty of errore
in airspeed indication as a rwdt of ice accumulations on the
airspeed mast, the indicators at the copiIot’s station and the
engineer’s station in the cabin utilized vents in the fuselage
as’ a source of static pressure. The position error of these
vents was determined with a trailing airspeed head. Free-
stream air temperature was indicated by a g]~ss-stem tber-

mometer, shielded from the accretion of ice, located outside

one of the fusel~~e windows.

During the analysis of the test results, some question aro~e

concerning the accuracy of the data obtained from the

thermocouple installation used to measure surface tempera-

tures. The installation consisted of attaching the thermo-

couple wires to a small washer which, b turn; was attached

to the inner surface of the skin by a rivet through the

washer. In the case of the doubkwrface region, the rivets
attaching the inner, corrugated skin to the outer skin served

to secure the washers. The washer and the flattened end-of

the rivet provided an obstruction to heated air flowing along
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the inner surface, resulting in a local over-heating of the
region and temperature value-atoo htrge.

In order to compare the data from this type of thermo-
couple with a more delicate but probably more accurate type
of installation, eight special thermocoupks (hereinafter called
surface thermocouples) were installed at wing outer-panel
station 159 at O, 1.5, 3.5, 7, 9, 30, 50, and 85 percent chord
on the lower surface and a few fllght che&s were undertaken,
Each installation was placed immediately adjacent to a
washer-type thermocouple for comparative purposes. The
surface-type thermocouples were made from O.005-inch-
diameter manganin and ccmstttntanwires which were butb
welded together and rolled to a flat strip approximately
0.002inch thick,

The limited tests conducted indicated appreciable dM’er-
ences between the washer- and surface-type-thermocouple
readings whenever the internal structural configuration was
such as to promote increased surfacb veloci~ies. Thus, in all
flight conditions at full heated air flow, the washer tbermo-
couples forward of the baffle plate indicated temperature
from 20° to 30° F above the surface therrnocoupks, This
increase in temperature was probably the result of insta~ing
the nose rib liner, which certainly could be expected to
ioc.rease the heat transfer from the heated air to the washer
thermocouple. The differences between the washw and
mu-face.thermocouple temperatures aft -of the baffle plate
were much lCSSthan the values forward of the baffle, and are
probably representative of conditions outboard of station 292
where the nose rib liner ceases to exist. The limited com-
parative data obtained were..not considered an adequate
basis for correction of all of the sufac+temperature data,
hence, the vahws axe presented herein as measured, except
where noted.

CLEAR AIR TESTS

The thermal performance of the wing and the empennage
ice-prevention systems was determined during twin-engine
operation in clear air at the following flight conditions:

FUght condittmr
Approxhuate

pres~#ltude

~~~ R
----

2,Iawl fflght, engfnea operat.sd at 2,050rpm, tbrotffso at about 4,W ls, ooo
&&pereantmaximum Wntfnrlooe p3war.

3. L+NoIflight, mginsa operated at 2#@ rprn and full throttle . . . . . . 2!3,@ll Q MO
2qmfi&@lo

4.Cllrrrbat AMfeet per minut~ 2,0s) rpm, throttle fornormsdcUmb- ~ooo lqm
&WO l&Wl

6. Cffmb at appraxfrnatd 132 mpQ anglneaopwat@dat 40fn. Eg l%? l#Wl
imauffold pressure an 2#3LIrpm (rated power olfmb).

6. D~A:t 400 feet per mhrut% ZON3rpm, throttle for normal I&lmo lQCCO
14,moo~$ 000

In addition, performance data were obtained during singlo-
engine operation at the following conditions:
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7. :##&rately 115 mph fndfcatsd aSrapsed,slngk angino ofn?r-
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:2 E6 ‘#E
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l& m4 ~lri (ml

mrmffoldfmaaure m reqnflJ

k Level %Ight at apf)rox!matdgM-lmph, a& mrgtnsopwatfng ~~ q~
at 2@l rpm, nrardtoldpressureas rsqu

10. Demmt at appro.xirnd.ely 130 mph lndlcated drspced, sbrglo
engine :p.crated at 80 fn. Hg mardfold prmsure and 1,000 rpm

I&m

! sblglS-@iiie Ialltrrg

The single-engine tests were conducted at all of the foro-

going con~itio~ with the right propeller feathered, aud
were repeated at all these conditions except No. 7, wi~h ho
left propeller feathered. For tho tests with the left propclIcr
feathered, the venturi meter in tho crossover duct was
reversed in order to measure the heated airflow rrttcs from
the right outboard heat exchanger to the left-wing ou~er
panel.

ICING TESTS

Flights were made in natural icing conditions whenever
such conditions were available during tic period from
January 10 to ApriI 1, 1944, in a 500-mile radius arm sur-
rounding Minneapolis, hfinn. Flight datu were ttikcn at
the 1,900 rpm cruise condition (condition 1 (b) of clmr air
tests) and, to a limited extent, at the maximum-rrmgc-cruiso
condition. Tests were made both at full hoa~ capacity for
the system and at reduced heat air-flow ratea. Data wcro
taken when conditions were of sufficient extent and intensity
to obtain a complete set of readings ttnd observations.

The exttmt to which frost was removed from the heated
surfaces when the tiirplane was at met on the ground was
observed. The extent to which ice was removed during
the take+ff operation was also investigated. For thcso
teste, artfiial icing conditions which simulated a freezing
rain were provided by the uae of a water spray. TIM ico
was applied in chordwise strips one-sixteenth inch thick and
2 feet w~e to the wing outer pa.ncls at station 159. m~O
stsips covwed the entire chord. The tests wcro conduct.cJ
on an overcast day to reduce the solar radiation effects.

FtZSULTS OF THE CLEARAIR TESTS

The pqforrgance of the thermal ice-prevention system
in clear aii is presented in tables I and II. Tablo I presents
the test redts for the twin-engine conditions, and table II
presents the single-engine results. These tables present
the basic pmformsnce of the thermal system in terms of
calculated vahwa of heat flow bawd on recorded tempera-
tures and air-flow rates. F’urther data can be found in

reference 11.
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TA;LE I.—THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF THE WING AND THE EMPENNAGE ICE-PREVENTIONSYSTEllS DURINGTWIN-
ENGINE OPERATION IN CLEAR AIR
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TABLE I.—Concluded
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TABLE 11.—THERMALPERFORMANCEOF THE WING ICE-PREVENTIONSYSTEM DURING SINGLEENGINEOPERATION
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FIGURE 19.—Cornpariaon of analytical and experimental test results of efr- and akin
temperature rfaas abo~e ambient-air temperature fcr wtng statfon 8S0.

16, 17,18,and 19. The skin-temperature correction shown
‘h these figures was based on the washer-surftmetluwmocouplo
tasts previoudy discussed. The test results arc taken from
data recorded during flight 61, run 5 (table 1), which approxi-
mated the analytical design conditions. During this run t.ho
total heated-air-flow rate was 4,015 pounds per hour to tho
left-wing outer panel, as compared with an analytic flow
rate of 4,130 pounds per hour, and the tmnperatures of tho
air entering the corrugations agreed closely with tll~assumed
air temperatures. The “air-temperature rise through k
exchanger yas 369° F (69° F above the temperature rim of
the analysis), resulting in a thermal output of 362,000 Btu
per hoti, This ia 20 percent higher than the anticipated
value of 300,000 Btu “per hour. ATevertl~eless,tho rtir-
temperqture change &om the ~~changer outlet to the corru-
gation inlets wa~ sui%cient to give approximately the cor-
rugation air-inlet temperat.ure9of the uua.lysis at all but
one station (380), Furthermore, the temperature of the air
entering the corrugation at station 380 was higher than nt
any other station. These two facts, together with a con-
sideration of the leading-edge construction” (fig. 12), indicate
that soiiie of the heat was transferred from the air in passing
between. the nose-rib liner and the corrugations to tho
corrugation inner surfacW, and ultimately to the outer skit~,
causing a decrease in heated-air temperature from fho
leading-edge duct to the corrugation inlets. Since the nosc-
rib Iimx ends at station 292, this effect would not prmmil
at statign 380, and the temperature of the air at the corruga-
tion entrance w-moldbe substantially tho mmc as in tho
leading-edge duct at this point.
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Lomm- surface @per s-foce
Disi’ante around sur foce measwed chwdwise fram

O-percent- &at-d pcvhf, in.

FIwmE S1—LeIt wing enter kwnelstation U19c?Iordwk SW and air-tenmemture distrk
butions et verfous nltitudes. Test condltlon 3: Full tbrottkx twin engine operathm.

The indicated air-temperature drops through the corruga-
tions at stations 84, 159, and 290 recorded during the tat
flight were in fairly close agreement with the calculated
values from the analysis, but the air-temperature change
through the corrugations at station 380 was considerably
greater t-ban calculated. Thus, at all points the total heat
transferred from the heated air to the skin vras higher than
calculated. It sbould be realized, then, that the average
heat flow through the heated surface, shown in table I and
calculated from the air-temperatme change through the
corrugations, is not the total heat flow through the surface.
Further evidence of these facts is exemp~ed in the results
of the skin-temperatwe indications from the testa. The
average corrected skin-temperature rises obtained from the
flight-test data vvereapproximately 60° F higher than calcu-
lated, indicating that a greater amount of heat had been
transferred from the heated air to the skin than had been
cahdated in the analysis. Conduction and radiation effects
from the corrugation walls to the heated surfac- were con-
servatively neglected in the analysis, and this fact probably
wcounta in part for the lolrer calculated akin temperatures.

The rapid demease in skin-temperature rise shown in
6gurea 16,17,18, and 19 in the region immediately aft of the
baffle plate is probably a restit of two effects. The first and

g#95~_5+31

tN_Lu ;Ziin ! i3i U

I

24 16 8 0 8 16 24
Lower SUPface Upper surfoce

Disfonce oround swfoce meosureo’ chrdw!se
from O-pe-cent chard polnfi in

FIGEEE Z2.-Rtght stabllizsr station M chorhlee skin- end sh-tempemtnre dletribut!on
M vsrfons altitudes. Test mndltkm8 FuIIthrottl%twinengineoperet[on.

most important effect ia the location of the transition region.
In the analysis, the point of transition from Iaminar to turbu-
lent flow was calculated to be well aft of the heated region.
This -wasfor an aerodynamically smooth wing. It is indi-
cated from the decrease in &ii-temperature rise in the region
from about 5 to 10 percent chord that transition actually
occurred in this area. Such a condition could conceivably
prevafl in view of the relatively rough surface and wavi~ess
of the wing. The second effect is the location of the bafflg. ~”
plate. Aft of this point, the skin received no heat from the
air in the D-duct before entering the corrugations. For this..—
reason, the surface temperature would tend to decrease aft
of about 5 percent chord.

The effects of altitude on the thermal performance of the.
ice-prevention system during level twin-engine flight are__
shown in figures 20 ta24. For level flight at any of the test
altitudes below 25,000 feet, the temperature rise of the
Ieading-edge akin of the wing and empennage was approxi-
mately the same for all of the engine operating conditions
employed. The curves of figures 20 to 24, therefore, have
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Lef+ swfoce Righ+ swfoce ‘- “”
DiSfOnCe OrWund SW foce measured &ordwise

from O-~cen t chordpoin~ in.#
FIGUBE z3.-VertIrd h ststkm 124 chordwk skin- and dr-t.ammtrrredistfibrrtion at

varlone altitudes. Teat eonditlon 8: Fmll tbrottlw twin an&Ineoperation.

been presented for condition 3 of table 1 oldy, Figure 20

ikatrat es the variation with altitude of the flow rates and

temperatures of the air deli-mred to the left-wing outer panel,

the right stabilizer, and the vertical h, and also the varia-

tion witk altitude of manifold pressure and indicated airspeed.

F@res 21 through 23 present, respectively, the chordwisc

skin- and air-temperature distribution at wiug station lfig,

stabihmr station 125, md fi station 124. Figure 24 ilhti-

trates the variation with altitude of the average skin tem-

perature forward of the baflle plates for the left-wing outer

pmel, the right stabilizer, and the vertical fin, The ambien t-

ftir-temperature variation with altitude for the full-throttle

tests is also included in figure 24.

The change with altitude of the average actual skin tem-

peratures of the leading-edge regions of the wing, stabilizer,
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FIGUEE !24.-Variat1on with aItitude of average skin teqeratme forward of baffle pltites
for Ieft wing outm panel, right stabillrm and vortieal 6.n. Tret mnd[tion & RIM throttlti
twfn @m-o@ration.

and fin heated surfaces forward of the baffle pIatcs (fig. 24)
was less.than 30° F for the altitude range below 25,000 feet
pressure altitude. The rapid decrease of t.hesc average
temperatures above 25,000 feet pressure altitude is of Iittle
concern, since the normal operating altitude range of tlw
test airplane is well below 25,000 feet pressure dt itude.
The ambienhair temperatures for these tits, plottwl. in
figure 24, dicl not correspond to standard ambienhir
temperature; however, the ambivnt-air-tcrnporaturcgradient
which prevailed did correspond closely to the standard
ambient-air-temperature gradient (0.00356° F/f t). Thus,
for the altitude range below 25,000 feet pressure riltitudc, the
actual leading-edge skin tempcraturea woukl vtiry liU.1Oa~
any of the test flight comlitions and altitud”esif a standard
ambient-air-temperature gradient prevailed.

Considering n~xt the single-engine tests, the chordwisc
air- and sh-temperature variations at wing station 380 arc
presented in figure 25 for the flights conductal at 10,000
feet pressure altitude.
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The skin-temperature rises (above ambient-air tempera-
ture) were about the same, irrespective of test altitudes and
flight conditions and irrespective of which engine was
operated. Thus, if the actual skin temperatures were re-
ferred to a standard ambient-air-temperature gradient, they
would decrease at approximately the same rate m the stand-
ard ambient-air temperatures decrease with altitude. The
adequacy of the temperature rises presented in figure 25 for
the prevention of the accretion of ice will be discussed after
the icing test results have been presented.

RESULTS OF THE ICING TESTS

The test results obtained in natural-icing conditions for
the wing and the empennage are presented in tables IIT
and IV for full- and reduced-heated-air-flow rates, respec-
tively. The thermal data for the secondary heat exchanger
and the windshield are presented in table V, which also
includes one flight in clear air. The severity of icing (light,
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moderate,, and heavy) noted in part 1 of tablw III and IV
was arbitrarily selected to provide a means for comparing
flights. The degree of severity assigned to each cog~itio.f .....
was based on the past experience of the pilots and the flight
test engineers, utilizing the following approximate criteria.
The light icing conditions would probably permit ,flight
without any means of ice protection. The heavy icing
conditions would probably cause an unprotected airplane to
descend in a short time. Those conditions designated as
moderate are representative of intermediate conditions.

The thermal ice-prevention system was operated 173
hours in flight, 30 hours of which were in natural-icing con-
ditions. Any ice accumulations on the wings, empennage,
and windshield surfaces were slight, and did not noticeably
aflect the operational performance of the airplane. On the
basis of the observed performance, the thermal system could
be saicl to provide satisfactm-y protection to these heated
areas.

TABLE 111.—PERFORMANCEOF THE THERMAL ICE-PREVENTIONSYSTEM DURING FULL-HEAT-FLOWTESTS IN
NATURALICING CONDITIONS

PART 1—0 PER.4TING CONDITIONS

Jan. 2Q 1944.. 29
Feb. 7. 1944.- 34

41
49
50”
51
67
59

163
65

E

1S!
142
162
lm
lea
167
158
In
149
laz

Amd&t

(“F.)

Ml
22

Enghm cond[ttons I

?lImllrold Severity0[ icfng

RY-ig5 ‘“m

81

I

i, 900 Moderate---------
al 1, ‘ml Moderate. . ..-. ..-.. -
a. 5 LWJ Moderate-. _____.l Glare.

maze.
Glare and tie.

20 I 1: 9M I Heavv ice and SJMW..-I Glese and snow.
31 l!wa HI%T5. .. .. . .. ... . .. . Romh SIW.
31 1, OXJ Mwlerak. .- . . . . ------ Gfrlze.
&l L%M MMerate------------ Ohrze.
31.6 ~~ Light -------------- CJla.ze.
81.6 Lift . . . ..---- . . . . . . . . GInze.
8L6 1: ‘all Light ---------------- Gk+re.
g5 1, m Moderate . ..-. -------- Glare.

1.600 Light . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- CUare and rhne.

‘eb;i~-iwi:l4’ I u I ‘m I lm I m I ‘“5 I l;W IM*r*’’--”----------l‘k’”

-----

1Right inboardheatesdrangeroff.

NoTE.–AIf Rfghts were eondncted wltbfn 5M mlfes c4 Mbmeapolfs, Mrm., except flfght 49 wbfch was a ferry dfght fromMotfettFfel& Cafff. to Mfrmerudls, Mnrr.
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TABLE 111.—Continued

PART 2.–HEAT DISTRIBUTION

—

Exohsnger heat flows (I,WI Btu/br) Heat 120wsto heated eurfoces (l,OCOBtn/br)

Flight No. Run No.

IIT

~=t- Left inboard Rb@Jd~- ~y;; ;~l Eff&t FIn T~ow
atab er

349 419
2 }

142 240 129

41
171

5
248-

% z
;!

161 397
:

49 m
88

166
la

60 i
240

423 399 ma
79 126

422
:

1 44
06 168 101

: 1 800
187 414

:;
96

140
157

WI
~

69 1 414
146

m 1
172

420
414

%
1% 15s

4m
07

61
16!.

07

% ;
3s7

E
416

207
S9

143 267
H

34 2 271 278
60

143
:% W

41 6 23S 359
;fi

154 % !! !:

PART 3.–SURFACE HEATING VALUES

Average heat delivered per square
foot of double-skin Iesdfruwdge aur-
faes (Bt@r)

Amrsge he8ttlowthrough heeted skin

%:R@&Y’OO’OfdO”bk*h

Ratio of heat ffow through heated
skin anrbwe to beat deffvered Avaregs

temperature
rfea of Wfn

tenter pane
O$’’oho)rdL?ft Wfng

interDane]
Ri ht

hstab rer
Verrf Leftwing

inter panel -1R ht
%

Verrasl
stab ser

0.45
.46
.42
.43

:$
.s4
.49
.68
.40
.46
.42
.65

0.39
.34

:2
.51
.66

:%

:2
.51

:$

0.60
.30
.48
.48

:fi
.53

::
.52
.&a
.al

,. &l

a s70
& 670

$6:

4,530
4! Ho
6,680
2,830

;Z
am
&420

7, Ml
7,040
a NM
7, (mO
& 790
&7fm

:E

;g

(i 6W
6.SSI

1, 4%)
1,510
1,020

i&’

:85
Loio
I!530
L 670
L 170
1,070
1, 42n

4,440

M
L=0
Z!m
%640
2,070
z 170
L2M
~ 070
L4al
L fIIO
1, S20

I CMcufated on basfs of average tsmperatore drop of tbe heated air fn the cormgatfons at stations m S4, 169, ZXl, and 3S0 and the total ti-lhv rab from feft ontboerd exhanger.
z Oaleuleted on bade of averua temperature drop of tfre heated afr fn the COrrngetloneat stetlona 69, 125 and 171 and the total afMow rate te the rfgbt stabUfrer.
# Cafadeted on bash of average temparatnre drop of the heated air fn tbe cormgatIone at stetlone 124 an~ 170 and the total alr-dow rate tn tbe rertfcal fin.

TABLE Iv.-PERFORMANCE OF THE THER.31ALICE-PREVENTIONSIWTEM DURIh’G REDUCED-HEAT-FLOTVTESTS Ih’

NATURAL-ICING CONDITIONS

PART I.-OPERATING CONDITIONS

—.

7
p&9u& &#:&d

(m a~eed
(mph)

5,&lo
4.m %
z 700 1s2
h ml 163

164
:E 162
3. 4-A 103
2.,WI 155
& Ow 170

Engine conditions I
Date of flight Type of 4ofngWmffol!

prewurf
(’.L H@

$e$i y ;:!3

Feb: Ii 1914
Mer. 1,1944
Msr. Z 1944
31ar. 15,1944
Mar. 17,1944
Me.22.1944
Mar. 24,1944

Lfoderate._.
Moderate- . . .
Light . . . . . . . .
E&Wii::::

Light... -----,
Ll&t -----
Light. -......,
Light . . . . . . . . .

g
23
20
B
2s
17
27
27

haze.
Nase and rbne.
M3re.
lough glare.
31az&
Nose.
Urne.
Wm.
Ne.Ze.

. . .
PART 2.—HEAT DISTRIBUTION

I Exchangerheatflows (1,020Bt@r) I Heat flowstoheatedeurfaeee (l,OW Bt@r)

IFlf@t No.

z
41
M
61

i%
m
66

I
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m
24
4
60
61
60

%
66

TABLE IV.-C~ncluded

PART3.-SURFACE HEATUW VmJES

‘%: -m.ilRw:b- “’r’”tF: a$$ii

Arerege heatdeliveredpersquarefoot AreregeheatflOWt~ou~ hmM skin ~tfo of he~t fl~~ throu h h~ted

--.—----
---------

%760
zeal
& 110

i~
.2#W3

.........
---------
2’!%
&600

M
t6Q3

~~ / --------- I ---------I ?%I ---------I
$$
1;Ozl

490
-----.---
--.—.-—

0.48 ........
.s2 --------
.62 --—----
. 4!3 0,46
.47 .8!3
.4S
.4s :8

-------- .44
-------- .47

-------- 39.6
...------------- H

ag 6L 5
S&o
7L0

:% PLO
-.-—-

:~ . . .. . . ..-

1Calculatedon bsds of aw?ra!zetemw?ratursdroD of the heated air hs the eorrm?atfrms at statkme 24. S4. 169.290.and 2W1.and the total ab-dow rate from
Ieftoutboardexshenger. - -

. .

i Cafcuiatedon besfsd awrage tempemture &op of the heated .sIr tn the mrrogat!om at statfcms W, 126, and 1iI, ond the total ah-flow race to the right
stabflkr.

* Calculated on basis of awrage temperature drop of the heated ah la the emruget[ona at stathms 124 end 170 and the total afr-fiow rate to the wrtlmd fin.

TABLE V.—PERFORMANCE OF SECONDARY HEAT EX-
CHANGER AND WINDSHIELD THERMAL ICE-PREVEN~
TION SYSTEM

Fllght No... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6;

~+

64 64 y
R~No ----------------------------------- 1 a

Premura 8U1tude feet.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ Oal
Correct Indieatccfdmpsed, mph . . . . . . . . . . . 142 15300&m Alm

164
AirpIene operating candttlcms----------- 81,(? .rnann pr~

169

1

I,m mm
Meteorological mtiti----.--...-..--...
Ambient alr tempemture OF------------ –ls

W*l F)w

Air flow from prfnmy e
Heat remored from ~ti=~m~:: WE Z@ 3kE d=
Temperature of pr mwy ok dhharged

over windshield, 0F --------- . . . . . . ..- . . . . 151 119
@econ~ aIrSow,lbYlm -------- ------- . . . 3s6 WI E k?
Tempera ure of aemndary ah entartng ex-

changar, ‘F------------------------------ 39 4s 64 62
Temperature of asomdary air leaving ex-

ab.snger, °F- . . . . . ..--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m lzl Ifs MO
Tern rature of alr mtering wfndahfeldgap

at ~ttom, °F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 124 147 ii-a
Temperature of rdr dfsctmrgad from wind-

ahfeld gap to ccckpit, OF----------------- 92 96 111 114
Heat delivered to wtndsbIeId referred to

ambient afr, Btnibr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l%9cc 17,4CI 21, w l&m

1 CIear air.
: Ldght Ice,

Wmg outer paneL-The thermal ice-prevention system
essentially prevent ed the formation of ice on the wing outer
panels when operated with full-heated-air-flow rates. The
full-heated-air-flow- rates, in natural-icing conditions, pro-
vided average heat flows through the left-wing leading edge
(table ~, pt. 3) of approximately 1,100 to 1,800 Btu per
hour per square foot of double-skin leading-edge surface,
and the average O-percent-ohord surface temperatures above
ambient (table 111, pt. 3) ranged from 66° to 1130 F. The
lowest O-percent+hord temperature recorded was 82° F at
station 380. Slight runback, defined as the freezing of water
which runs back from the leading edges, -wasnoted on flight
34 in the 30- to 35-percent-ohord region of the right-wing
outer panel. These accretions were intermittently removed
with constant wing outer-pa.nelheating.

lluring flight 49, a severe inclement weather condition was
encountered over the Sierra hTevada Mountains between
Sacramento, Calif., and Salt Lake City, Utih. This condi-
tion can best be described as a very heavy snow combined
with a heavy natural-icing condition. Snow and ice formed
in the stagnation-pressure region along the entire wing span
and remained for approximately 10 minutes. The thermal
data of flight 49, run 1, were taken during this period and
indicate that the left-wing outer-panel O-pe.rcent-ohordskin
temperature was approximately 100° F. Evidently, the

.-

rapid rate at which the snow and ice aconmnlated and the 1O-W
ambient-air temperature (6° F) were factors that permitted
the accretions on the wing leading edge.

The reduced-heat tests (table IV) show the effects of de-
crehg the heat flow to the wing outer panel. The average
heat flows through the lefkwing leading edge (table IV, pt.
3) dyring these teats ranged from 240 to 830 Btu per hour
per square foot of double-skin leading-edge surface, and the
average O-percent-ohord temperatures above ambient (table
IV, pt. 3) ranged from about 40° to about 95” F. The lowest
O-percent-ohord temperature recorded -was50° F at station
380.

A comparison of the reduced-heat data (table IV) with the
single-engine-operation data (table II) permits an estimate
to be made of the degree of ice protection that would be
obtained during fight in natural-icing conditions when o“ne
engine has faiIed. The average heat supplied to each wing
outer panel during the singIe-engine tests was about. 140,000
Btu per hour at an average temperature rise above ambient-
air temperature of about 330° l?. The heat flows to the
left-wing outer panel given in table IV, which provided
protection in aatural-icing conditions, ranged from slightly
above this amount to considerably below, and the heated-
ak-temperature rises above ambient-air temperature were
lower. The indicated airspeeds at which the reduced heab
flow data were taken were considerably higher than those
used during the single-engine-operation tests. Thus, a lower
external heat-transfer coetlicimt would prevail during single-
engine operation, and a smalIer quantity of heat would be
required for protection. Therefore, it is evident that limited
protection would be realized in natural-icing conditions when
one engine has failed. This limited protection would be
adequate for icing conditions similar to &ose. encountered
during the natural icing (tables III and TV); however, it
probably would not be sufficient to protect the airplane in
icing conditions of greater severity. This comparison, and
the conclusions drawn therefrom, are speoi&aIIy for the wing
outer panek; however, since the characteristics of the
empennage systems are simiIar, the conclusions are probably
valid for the entire airplane.

Run 3 of flight 29 was taken after the left-wing outer-panel
letiding edge had been a.Uowed h collect a band of ice
throughout the span and the heated-air-flow rate was
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slowly increased until the ice was removed, with runback
taking place. The average heat flow through the wing
lead”hg edge during this test was 250 Btu per hour per
square foot of double-skin leading-edge surface, and the
resulting average O-percent-chord temperature above ambient
was 40° F. After the test, the heated-air-flow rate was
increased to full and the runback was removed.

During flight 41, run 3 was taken after the heated-air-flow
rate to the Iefbwing outer panel was...decreased until the
protection was considered marginal. The average heat flow
through the wing leading edge was 44o Btu per hour per
square foot of doubh+skin leading-edge surface, and the
resulting O-percent-chord leading-edge @nperattie above
ambient was 48° F. The lowest O-percent-chord temperature
recorded was 50° F at station 380. Small accretions of ice
had collected on the left+ng outer panel 2 or 3 inchee
forward of the front spar from midspan outboard. During
the other reduced-heated-air:flow-rate.-tests presented in
table IV, the thermal ice-prevention.system apparently
supplied the same protection to the wing outer panels as
did the full-heated-@-flow-rate tests taken in the same
natural-icing conditions.

Wmg tips,-The protection reaIized at the wing tips with
full heat flow was not sufficient to prevent ice in the heavy-
icing condition and in several of the moderate-icing condi-
tions encountered. .The most common ice formations in
this region were on the extreme wing-tip leadkg edges,
During the full-heat-flow heavy-icing condition, flight 50,
table 111, and during the reduced-heat tests in” the heavy
icing, table IV, and in some of the moderate-icing conditions,
the formation of ice was continuous along the leading edge
from the wing tips to the wing-tip splices. No photographic
data were taken of thwe ice accumulations, since they c.ou~d
not be adequately photographed in flight, and since they
never remained on the surface after landing. The internal
structure does not provide a sticiently high heat-transfer
coefficient at the leading edges of the wing tips.

Wing oenter panel.—The wing center panels were for the
most part adequately protected. A very small patch of ice
was noted to accumtiate on the flange of the heat-exchanger

outlet-duct faking where the ducting enters the center-panel

wing leading edge. It was also noted that snow would

pack on this flange. During some of t~w more severe icing

conditions, slight accumulations of runback were noted h

form on the upper surface of the wing center panel. The

conditions of the wing center panels were the snme as those

of the wing outer panels during flight 49. Temperature data

presented in reference 11 indicati that ..the protection was

sufficient at all times. The temperature in natural-icing

conditions at the 0-percent-chord leading edge, indicated. at,

station. 90, never dropped below 104° F, even during the

reduced-heated-air- flow-rate tests. - It “is believed that a

better design could be realized, however, by revising the
heated-air corrugations so- that the heatted air enters tlm
corrugations at tho leading edge of the wing instead of at
the underside end of the corrugations.

Horizontal stabilizers.-With the thermal ice-prevention
system ti”ecting full-heated-air-flow rat-esto tho horizontal
stabilizers, ice formed on the leading edges of the stabilizer
tips. These accumulations were similar to those observed
on the wing tips, and, in general, formed in the same manner
and in these same icing conditions. During flight 34 at the
time data were taken, slight runback was noted on the undw-
side of the right stabilizer panel at about 10 percent chord.
No observations of the stabilizers were made during flighL
49. The thermal data for the horizontal stabilizer indicatu
that the temperatures realized were sdicient to prevent ice.
The average heat flow through the stabilizer leading cdgo
in natural-icing conditions ranged from about 1,250 to about
2,150 Btu per hour per square foot of double-skin lcading-
edge surface during the full-heated-air-flow-rate tests (tahlc
III, pt. 3]; and from about 700 ta about 1,400 Btu per hour
per square foot of double-skin leading-edge. surface during
the reduced-heated-air-flow-rate tests (tablo IV, pt. 3). The
lowest O-percent-chord temperature rccordcd for tho sttibil-
izer, cxcluaivo of the tip, was 510 F at station 69 during tho
reduced-heated-air-flow-rate tests.

Vertical fin.-Thp entire surface of the vertical fiIl includ-
ing the ti~ was clear of ice during both the full- and redyccd-
heated-a.ir-flow-rateoperations of the thermal ica-prmwn~ion
system. The temperatures of the skiu surfaces presented in
reference 11 indicate that the quantity of heut supplied ‘was
more than adequate for complete protection in the test icing
conditions, The average heat flows through tho +wrtiml-fin
leading edge, in natural-icing conditions, ranged from rlp-
proximatdy 2,700 to 4,600 Bty per hour pm square foot of
double&in leading-edge surface during tho full-hetitcd-air-
flow-rate tests (table 111, pt. 3), and from approximately
1,600 to .2,900 Btu per hour per square foot of doublo-skin
leading-edge surface during the reduced-heated-air:flow-r~tc
tests (table IV, pt. 3). The lowest O-percent-chord tempma-
ture recorded was 810 F at station 205 during the rcduccd-
heated-air-flow-rate te;b.

Windshields,-The pilot’s and copilot’s windshields wcro
protected from ice accumulations in all the natural-icing-test
conditions. The external heating system offered thorough
windshield ice prevm”tion in au the natural-icing conditions
except the heavy-icing condition encountered during flig~t
50. D&g this fl~ht with oidy the ~xternallmtitingsystem
in operation, the pilot’s and copilot’s windshields collc.ctcd–
ice at a fast rato and the ice almost completely covcrcd the
windshields. After the windshkkia had collected ice, as
shown in figure 26, the internal secondary air-heating system
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was plwed in operation without inserting the double-panel
winclshields. Figure 27 shows the partial ice removal effected
after 15 minutes. It was noted thut when the double-panel
windshields were inserted, the rate of ice removrd was in-
crensed. The values given in table V were taken during
later flights tind provide the thermal data for maximum pro-
tection”which was never required to remove or prevent ice
in any of the natural-icing conditions encountered.

These tests indicate that windahielclice prevention maybe
realized by the passage of heated air over the outer surface ,of
the windshields. Before any specific design criteria for this
method of windshield ice prevention can be estabhshed,
however, further information is required regarding the rela-
tionships of the foIlowing: Temperature and flow rate of the
heated air delivered, temperature rise above ambient-air
tempemturo of the outer surface of the windshield, pressure
and temperature distribution of the heated air flowing in the
windshield boundary layer, and area and shape of the wind-
shield.

.

FIGURE26.-IL% accumulation on pilot’s and wpflot’s windshldds after 46 mfnnfes in beav
ichrg conditions with only Primary heeted air directed over outside snrfsces of win&JrkMs
Photograph &ken In flfght.

Ice-removal tests.—In order to establish the effectiveness
of the system in removing ice on the heatecl surfaces prior
to take-off, tests were conducted in which artificial ice was
applied to stations 159 of the wing outer paneIs as previously
discussed. The tests were conducted at a ground ambient-
a.irtemperature of 6° l?. After the engines had been started
and nom-ml engine warm-up had taken place for 5 minutes,
water drops started forming on the left-side ice application.
TThilethe airplane was taxied out of the runway for take-off,
water drops were forming on both the strips of ice, but no
substantial change in over-all appearance was e~tident.
Take-off was conducted 14 minutes after the engines had
been started and ice removal immediately began to take
place. The leading edges of stations 159 were clear of ice,
as shown in figure 28, before the airplane left the ground.

Natural frost was removed from the wings, the empennage,
and the windshields of the airplane on cold mornings (— 10°
ta 15° F) while the airplane was warmed up for flight. The
frost on these heated surfaces could be almost completely

FIGGILE2i’.-Partlai ice ramovei from pilot’s and cnpflot’s windsbldds vrtt~ seeoadwg
heated air dlreotedorer the inside of the windshieldswithont inserting dogbla peneie.
Photographtakenin iiigh~

remoTed after conducting engine warm-up for not more than

one-hnlf hour.

During flight, in many of t@ nat~l-icing conditions, the
leading edge of the left-wing outer ~a.neI was allowed to
collect ice. The outboard panel was always cleared of the
ice acc.emulations in less than 1 minute after full-heated-air-
flow rate to the left outer -wingwas employed.

The frost-removal and artificiaf-ice-remomd test indicate
that frost or ground ice collections can be removed sufhciently
for flight by the thermal ice-prevention system. me fiiiht-
test removal of natural ice indicates that protection is
realized almost immediately in flight upon placing the heat-
ing equipment in operation.

Unprotected surfaces.—The unprotected surfaces which
accumulated ice in nearly all the natural-icing conditions
encountered were the engine co-ding, tI.ie carburetor air
inlets, the heat-eschanger air scoops, the stabilizer splices,
the stabilize and wing-tip splices, the antennas, the antenna
masts, the airspeeclmasts, the free-air thermometer, and the

FIGCEE =.–Its remowsd by aoghra warm-rip and fake-off in sirmziated icfng t8sts. -
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dome on top of the fuselage, After flight 60, inspection of
the airplane revealed slight rime-ice accretions on the under-
side of the ailerons near the hinge region and on the under-
side inboard ends of t.ho elevators. These ice accretions
were evidently caused hy air flow through the aileron gap
and through the gap between the inboard ends of the eleva-
tors a.nclthe fuselage fairing. Icc formatiom 011some of the
unprotected surfaces are shown in iigures 29 to 32. The
largest ice i’ormationswere realized during flight 50 in heavy-

FIGURE !29.-Iee asmrmrrlation.son the right akspeed maat and Ioop antenna of the @et
airph!re after flight !29. Photograph taken aftw Isnrfing,
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FIGURE 30.-Im sowrmutatlonon pilot’s freo+dr temperaturethermometeraftezfflghc28.
Photographtakanafterlanding.

icing conditions. .Figures 31 rtnd 32 arc photographs takcn
aft-w landing of some of the. ice accumulations resulting from

this flight. These ice formations were much ktrgcr in flight..

The temperature of the ambic.nt air before hmdirtg in hfin-

neapoIis was 38° F and tho ico was mrl~ing and frdling oIT

at the time the pictures were taken. During flight., t.hc icc
on the cowfing (fig. 32) had cstmdecl 2 t.o 3 fcc 1 ma.rwtird

along the nacelle sides and tho ice on the nose of tho uir:.

plane (fig.” 31) had extended rcarwttrd over the windshic]ds.

FIGCMESL—NOWof teat sdrplane after Right W Rearward extension of the amet[on had
Mien off.
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FIOURE32—Ice accretion on the eft enuhm cowl eftor Efght W
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EFFECT OF THE THERMAL SYSTEM OX THE AIRPLANE
PERFORMANCEAND SAFETY

The foregoing portion of this report has cliscussed the
development and testing of the thermal ice-prevention
syst+m which was undertaken with the principal objective
of obtaining satisfactory protection in icing conditions.
These teats revealed that satisfactory protection was pro-
vided by the system and, therefore, attent.ion was next
directed toward an investigation of any deleterious effects
the thermal ice-prevention system might have upon the
airplane performance and ~fe operation. Four separate
inv~t igationa were conducted to evaluate any detrimental
effects; namely (1) measurements of the effect of the t.herma.l
system on the airplane cruise performance, (2) a considerat-
ion of the effect of the temperatures encountered during
operation of the thermal system on the strength of the air-
plane structure, (3) measurement of t-he change @ wing
structure stresses caused by operation of the t,herrmdsys-
tem, and (4) a metallurgical examination of the wing leading-
edge structure for effects of corrosion after 225 hours of
flight operation of the thermal system. The redts of in-
vestigations (1) and (3) are presented in detail in references
12 and 14, which wilI be abstracted in the following. Inves-
tigations (2) and (4) have not been previously reported,
and will be presented briefly herein.

EFFECTOFTKETHEEMALSYSTEMONTHEAIRPLLNECBUISE
. PERPOEM AXCE

The objectives of the first of the four investigations were

(1) to determine the effect of the system on the airplane

cruise performance, (2) to establish, if pos.dde, the factors

contributing to any change in performance, and (3) to

evaluate the amounts of such contributions. The factors

which were selected for investigation as possible contrib-

utors to any change in performance were: (1) the increase in

exhaust-gas back pressure redting from the heat exchangers,

(2) the internal drag of the therms.1 ice-prevention system,

(3) the weight of the thermal ice-prevention system, and

(4) the external drag of the heat-exchanger installations.

Description of equipment,—For these tests the airplane

and instrumentation were in the same condition as previously

dticribed, except as noted hereafter. Three dfierent con-

figurations of primary heat-exchanger installation were

tested: (1) exchanger installed, no fairings (fig. 10), (2)

exchangers installed with fakings (fig. 11), and (3) ex-

changers replaced by the original exhaust stack (fig. 33).

Tests,—The effect of the thermal ice-pre~ention system on

the performance of the airplane was measured in flight in

terms of indicated airspeed while maintaining constant mani-

fold pr~ure on the engines, and in terms of manifold pressure

while maintaining. a constant indicated airspeed. U tests

were conducted at 10,000 feet density altitude, with the

engines operating at 1,900 rpm and low blower, and at an

airplane gross weight of approximately 38,000 pounds.

The tests were conducted under tha following four condi-

tions:

1. Heat exchangers in place, heated air discharged over-

board, engine manifold pressure maintained constant at 30

inches of mercury

FICWEE~—Skmdard productkm exhaust staak Installation for the teat aicpkme.

2. Heat exchangers in place, heated air delivered to the
surface-heating system, engine manifold pressure maintained
constant at 30 inches of mercury

3. Heat exchangers removed, standard production exhaust
stacks installed, engine manifold pressure maintained con-
stant at 30 inches of mercury

4. IIeat exchangers removed, standard production e.xbaust
stacks instaLIed,indicated airspeed maintained constant at
values previously established by tests of condition 1

These conditions provide the change in performance caused

by the thermal system in terms of airspeed (conditions 1, 2,

and 3) and in terms of manifold pressure (conditions 1, 2,

and 4). The effect of the heat-exchanger fakings (fig. 11)

upon the performance of the airplane vras established by

flights with the fairingsin placo and removed, with the air-
plane operating under conditions 1 and 2.

For conditions 4, three test runs were made at the same
engine speed as conditions 1 and 2, and at approximately the
same indicated airspeed and density ahitude as those condi-
tions. The resultant manifold preesnreswere 28.8, and 28.5
inches of mercory. For conditions 1 and 2 the manifold
pressure was 30 inches of mercury.

Data during each test were recorded manually at intervals
of approximately 1 minute for a sufficient length of time after
equilibrium conditions had been established to assure attain-
ment of repreaentat:iveresults.

Over-ail performance change.-The results of the flight
tests are presented in terms of airspeed in figure 34. The
values of prwsure altitude and indicated airspeed presented
in the figure are the averages of the recorded data for each
test condition. The variation of individual readings of these
variablw from the average values presented did not exceed
50 feet and 3 miles per hour, respectively. Since the rela-
tionship of indicated airspeed to pressure altitude for condi-
tions I imd 2 was substantially identica~,only one curve has
been drawn through the experimental points for those two
conditions.

The curves of figure 34 indicate that the performance
change resulting from the installation of the thermal system
amounted to approximately 6 miles per hour indicated air-
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%essw-e oltifudeo ftx10’

FKWRE 34.–Variation of indicated rdrspe-edwith pre.smre rdtltude for the test a!rplsne with
mrd without the heat exchsnger instfdletfons in Ploca. Flfght omMtIon.% 10,OYJ-f@X
densfty altitu~ 30 Inchee of mommy manifold praure end 1,930 rprn.

speed, or 1,4 inches of mercury manifold pressure at the

test condkions. Sufficient performance data are available

for the test airplane tointei~tiet these performance changes

in terms of brake horsepower. - The calculations are pre-

sented in reference 12 end indicate that the airspeed loss

expressed in terms of equivalent horsepower loss was 96

thrust horsepower, and computed from the manifold presimre

data was 88 thrust horsepower. The experimental data

used for computing these two values were taken independ-

ently of each other, and the methods provicle reasonable

agreement. Therefore, the performance change in terms

of thrust horsepower caused by the installation of the thermal

system may be considered as 92 thrust horsepower, ‘which is

an average of the values obtained by the two methods.

Power loss attributed to exhaust gas back Pressure.—An
eetimate of the reduction of power caused by the heat-
exchanger exhaust-gas back pressure may be made on the
basis of general data gyailable. This estimate is presented
in reference 12 and shows that, for 8,000-foot pressure-
altitude test conditions; the eflect of heat-exchanger back
pressure is a 10SSof about 4 brake horsepower per engine,
which is equivalent to 6.4 thrust horsepower for the teat
airplane. Tbe values of thrust horsepower reduction attrib-
uted to exhaust-gas back pressure, as derived in reference 12,
are not more than 0.6 percent of the tata.1power developed
by the enginea, and would cause a decrease in indicated
ahpeed of about one-half mile “perhour.

Reduction of power attributed to internaI drag of the
thermaI system,—Aa indicated in figure 34, there was no
measurable difference between the performance of the air-
plane when the heated air was discharged (condition 1) and
when the heated air was delivered into the surface-heating
system (condition 2).

If it is aseum~d, in either case of operation, that the same
amount of air entera the heat exchang~ and all the kinetic
energy of the air is expended, a maximum value of (thp) i.t
may be calculated. From the clhta of table I, the heated-

air-flow rata through all the heat cxcl.wngws a~the 8,000-fuot
prwsure-altitucle conditions may be approximated I-W14,000
pounds of air per hour. The imlicatcd tiirsprwd,given iu
figure 34, for this condition is 163 miles per hour and ibc
total kinetic energy of the 14,000 pounds of air prr hour
would amount to about 8)4 thrusL horecpower. In tmy
actual case, the I.mrsepowcr loss caused by intrrnal drug
would be less.

Additional airplane gross weight attributed to the thermal
system.—The performance t,wts were all conducted with the
airplane at appro.xirnate]y the sam~ weighL &tnd,thcreforc,
the twt measurements did not include data on the effects
of the additional weight contributed to the airplanc by the
thermal system.

Based tin weight studies made of previous thcmnalsyslems
similar to that installed in the test airphuw, the wcighLudded
to the bare airplane (i. e., without,any form of icc-pmvcntion
equipment) by the instal~ation of the thwmal system has
been approximated to be 500 pounds. The 1,900-rprn cruim
charts for the airplane indicate that at 8,000 fccL pressure
altitude, and a constant manifold prw.sure of 30.2 inrhcs of
mercury, a change ti airpkme gros9 weight from 35,000 to
40,000 poimds (an increase in weight eqwd M 10 Limesthe
cstimated weight of the thermrd system) produrm a cor-
responding change in indicated ailspccd of 2 miles pcr hour.
Thus, the installation weight evideutly has a negligilh effect
on the performance of the airplane at the hxt conditions,
Further calculatiofi, presented in refere~ce 12, show that
the additional fuel weight which must be cmriecl by the.air-
plane at th~ test conditions to ovorcome the effects of lho
heat-exchanger installations would be in the order of 45
pounds of fuel per hour.

Reduction of power attributed to the external drag of the
thermal system.—It has becu esttiblished that the exhrmsL-
gas back pressure, the internaldrag effects, and the weight of
the thermal system contribute only slightly to the total pm-
formance difference measured. These effects arc estimated
to total less than 15 thrust horsepower. The remainder,
approximately 77 thrust horsepower, is attributed to tho
extermd .clrag of the Iw?t-exc.hanger installations. It is

evident from figure 10 thaLthe extcrnal drag would be lnrgc.
Considerable external drag, ~lowever, is not ncccssar~loy

inherent “to lwat..%changer installations. If tho lNWLex-
changerswere located within the nacelles and thc air inlet
scoops in the stagnation region of the.cowling, the crxternal
drag could bo reduced considerably. TIMinshdlation on the
test airplane was installed for the purposo of investigating
the surface-heating system, and the availab]o time was not
suilicient to permit complicated nacelle alterations to bo made
for submerging the exchangers within the nacelles.

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURES ENCOUNTERED ON THE STUENGTH OF TIIE
AIRPLANE STRUCTURE

The major effects on the strength of au alumimum alloy
structure resulting from exposure to ekvatcd tcmpwat.urcs
are (1) reduction of the yield wxl ultimate strength while at
elevated temperatures, (2) creep 2 of the structure whilc a~

~Creep Is dependent on the structure temporstrrrq tho tlmc Irrtorva thst a member [s
subjected to the temporatnr% and the stzms hnpowd on the member durfng the time interval.
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high temperatureseven when the stress is below the yield
point, and (3) artificial aging aof $he structure.

Instrumentation and tests,—The instrumentation of the
ice-prevention system -which wae provided for the the~al
performance tests included a few thermocouples in the left
wing at locations where high structural temperatures were
anticipated. These thermocouples were located at two
stations on the nose ribs, on the web of the 30-percent-chord
spar, and on the stringer immediately aft of the corrugated
inner skin on the upper surface. Subsequent to the per-
formance tests, additional thermocouples were placed in the
left wing on the nose ribs, baffle pIate, nose rib Iiner, cor-
rugated inner skin, 30-percenkchord spar cap and web, and
several spanwise stringers. Temperature data to augment
that already obtained in the performance tests were obtained
during ground warm-up, take-off, and during flight in clear
air at approximately 5,000, 10,000, and 15,000 feet pressure
aItitude, with the airplane flown at various normal operating
conditions. Variations in the rate of heated-air flow to the
wing were obtained by manipulation of tho valve after the
heat exchanger. The heated-air temperature was varied
by control of the power of the left engine and adjusting the
power of the right engine to provide the airspeed desired.

Results and discussion.-The maximum temperatures
recorded during the performance tests of the thermal system
were: nose ribs, 294° F, and stringer and spar web, 134° F.
In the later, more extensive tests, the matiurn structure
temperature rises (above ambient-air temperature) were:
nose rib Iiner, 393° F; baflle plate, 356° F; nose rib, 335° F;
inner skin, 3170 F; and outer skin, 235” F. These tempera-
tures were recorded during a climb at 15,000 feet.

By assuming that operation of the thermal system could
be Ii.mitedto a maximum free-air temperature of 32° F, the
actuaI temperatures of the structural.components just lieted
wodd be 425° F, 388° F, 367° F, 349° F, and 267° F, respec-
tively. h indication of the effect of temperatures of this
magnitude on the yield and ultimate strength of 24S-T
Alclad is obtainable from reference 20. In this reference, the
strength reduction is shown to be a function of both maximum
temperature and ttie. For a. duration of 15 minutes at
the temperatures previously listed, the reduction of yieId
and ultimate strength in percent of the values at 750 F for
the wing components would be: nose rib liner, 16 percent
(yield) and 29 percent (ultimate); baffle plate, 15 and 22
percent; nose rib, 14 and 18 percent; innm skin, 13 and 16
percent; and outer skin, 6 and 10 percent.. For times
longer than 15 minutes up to at least. 10 hours, the yield
strength remains constant or increases and the ultimate
strength remains constant or decreases, depending on the
temperature considered (reference 20).

It should be pointed out that the airplane teeted had no
provisions for automatically controlling the heat flow to the
wing. Consequently,. at Iow--epeed high-power conditions
such as the test climb at 15,000 feet, the heated-air tempera-
tures which prevailed (an average air-temperature rise of
424° F at station 37) were considerably in excess of those
.—

$Ar~~ciaIW maYPrcdum a change In phwled promrties which wflI remain eftor tha
stmcture cools, ond the extentcdagfngis depmdent on the temm+nhu’esreached ond the
length of time that the memk.+r !s subjected to these tempetitures.
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that provided satisfactory ice prevention during tests of the
thermal system in natural-icing conditions. If the maximum
heated-air temperature in the wing were regdat-ed to that
required for ice prevention under any normal flight conditions
of the airplane, the structure temperatures would be consid-
erably lower. Reference 1I indicatm that the maximum
actual temperature of the heated air leaving the heat ex-
changers for the wings was approximately 340° F during
the tests in natural-icing condit.iom. The maximum tem-
perature in the wing duct-wotid be below this value. If the -
heated-air temperature in the wing duct did not exceed a
maximum of 320° F in a 32° F atmosphere, the maximum
structure temperature rises that would prevail would be
approximately :’ nose rib liner, 266° F; baflle plate, 240° F;
nose rib, 225° F; inner skin, 212° 1?; and outer skin, 155° F.
These values were approximated from the relationship of
heated-air temperaturetostructure temperature asestablished
by these tests. They can be accepted as valid for any
flight condition within the test range wherein the air tempera- .
ture in the wing duct is 320° F in a 320 F atmosphere. If
the structure were subjected to these temperature rises for
15 minutes in a 32° F atmosphere, the reduction in the yi61d
strength in percent of the value at 750 F would be approxi-
mately 3 percent for the outer skin and 4 to 9 percent for the
baffle pIate, nose rib liner, nose.rib, and inner skin (reference
20). The corresponding ultimate strength reductions would
be approximately 6 percent and 9 to 11 percent, respectively

The effects of creep and art.itlcialaging of Alclad 24S-T
ahrminum aIIoy are discussed in referencw 21 and -22, ..
respect.iveIy. The data .of references 21 and 22 indicate that
the effects of creep and artificial aging are negligible for
Alclad 24S-T aluminum alloy at temperatures below 300° F.
At temperatures above this value, the design of stressed
members may require the consideration of these factors.
Data presented later in this report show that artificial aging
was preeent in the section of the wing of the test airplane
where the heated air impinged upon the baffle plat~ on
entering the wing. ..-.—.

CHANGE IN WING STRESSES RESULTING FROM OPERATION OF THE
THERMAL SYSTEM

A consideration of the thermaI stresses which might be
generated in the wing as the resuIt of uneven temperature
distribution suggested two possible effects: (1) hreases in ~..__.
stress in the heated Ieading edge because of restrained
thermal expansion, and (2) increases in stresses in the. r~
mainder of the wing, which is relatively unheatcd, caused by
expansion of the leading-edge region. A flight investig~tion,
was undertaken, therefore, to establish the location, nature;
and magnitude of the stresschangesincurred in the wing of the
test airplane resulting from operation of the thermal system.
This investigation is preeented in detail in reference 14.

Description of eqnipment,-The details of construction of
the left wing outer panel of the test airplane, in which the
stress measurements were obtained, are shown in figures 12
and 35. The wing is of all metal stressed-skin construction
with spars at 30 and 70 percent of t,hpchord. The skin is
reinforced with spantise hat sections and extruded stringers.

The changm in stress were.measured with standard corn-. _...__
merciaI wire resistanc.e-type strain gages. b determining ~
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FIGURE36.-Structural detaifsof the left.wingouterpanelof the testairplanewtthleadlng-edgerwised for thermalIceprovent!on

the Iocation of the gages, consideration was given to the
stress reports for the unheated wing and the measured
temperature distribution in the wing as presented in refer-
ences 11 and 13. The str~ reports showed that.the margins
of safety were appreciably lower at the wing root than near
the tip; while the temperature data indicated that, in
genemd, the spwmise distribution of temperature rise for a
given chord location was approximately conwant. “The as-
sumption was made that, for a given chord Iocation, the
strew change along the span wotid be substantially constant
with the applicatio~ of heat, and, therefore, the gages were
located at two stations relatively near the root (47 and 137
in. from station O).

The individual Iocations of the strain gages and thermo-
COUPISSare shown in figures 36 and 37. Two general types
of gages were employed; namely, plain (single-element)
gages on structural members such as hat sections and spar
caps where the direction of stress was known, and rosette
(tripIe-elernent) gages on the wing skin where the direction,
as weII as the magnitude, of the maximum stress had to he
established. The disccmtinuitiesin the strain-gage number-
ing system are the redt of omitting from ligures 36 and 37
those gages which faiIed.

The plain ~aes were installed wit~ their strain-sensitive
axes paralleI to the longitudinal axes of the structund
membm. The rosette gages were oriented as shown in
figure 38, which also gives the designation for the three
strain eIements, Aft of the double-skin region, the rosette
gages were mounted in pairs, back to back, and connected
in series in order to eliminate strain indications caused by
possible local skin buckling. This procedure was not feasible

in the double-skin region but was considered unnecessary
because of the stabilizing effect of the inner corrugations.
The strain gages wero connected to a recording oscillogmpb
which provided a continuous record of any 12 gagw at
one time.

Surface-type iron-constarlt.an thermocouples, rolled to a
thickness of 0.002 inch, were ccmcntcd to the rduminurn
surface with the junctions within one-quarter of an inch of
the strain-gage elements. The thermocouples are dcs.ignated
by the same number as the cor~esponding strain gage and
are prefixed ;vith the letter T. (See figs. 36 and 37,) A
thermocouple designation shown in figures 30 and 37 which
is not accompanied by a correspondhg gaga number incli-
cates tho gage failed.

Staudard hTACA instruments were inshdkd to record
airspeed and normal accehwation. A-u NACA timer was
used to synchronize the airspeed, accelerometer, and oscillo-
graph records. The accelerometer was installed on the floor
of the airplane at the center of gravity and oriented to
record accelerations Dormal to the wing chord at stat.ion O.
The airspeed recorder was connected to the scrvicc airspccd-
head installation and tho error in static-pressure reading was
determined in flight for all the test conditions with a trailiig
static pressure bead.

Stress measurement technique, -M’hen employing strain
gages to measurestresschangw in a structural member which
is subjected to a temperature, as well as a stress variation,
a question arises concerning the diffcrentiation betwce~
movement due to stress and that due to thermal c.xpansion,
Superimposed on this complication is the unknown cffCCL
of elevated temperatures on the resistance of the strain-
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gage material. One instaII@ion”method commonly used to
overcome these problems consists of locating a dummy
strain gage bwide the active gage but cemented to a small
piece of the structure metal which is free to expand. The
compensation is based on the assumption that the piece of
metal to which the dummy gage is attached will ass~e
the same temperature as the surface upon which the activo
gage is insta.I.Ied. This method was considered uureliable
in the cam of the wing of the test airplane.

Laboratory calibrations were made to investigate the
stress-strain curves which would result if the dummy gage
were maintained at a constant temperature while the alumi-
num calibration specimen and the active ”gageware subjected
to various stresses at difhmmt temperatures. The results
of this calibration for a.typicaI strain gage used in the investi-
gation are pre8ented in figure 39. The important fact to
note in figure 33 is that the calibration cur~es form a series
of paraIIel straight. lines. This means that the sensitivity
factor of the gage -(ratio.of wit change in resistance to unit
strain causing this change) is independent of the initial stress
and temperature throughout the calibration range.

The method of applying the calibration curves of figure 39
to the determination of stresschanges in the heated wing was
as follows: Assume that point a of figure.39represents the
stress and temperature conditions at a gage in the wing
before the wing heat was applied. The temperature of point
a was known but the stress was not; however, since only
stress changes were to be evaluated, the strain-recording
equipment was adjusted to zero reading (or balanced). The
heat was then directed to the wing and the chwges in temfier-
ature and strain-gage reading were recorded, If the temper-

..

.

ature change had been 30° F and the strain-gtigc rradiig
agreed with point b, pure expansion and no change in stress
wouId be indic.atcd. If the strain-gage rcadhg corresponded
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to point c, however, a change instressequalto the distance

between pointsc and d (or an increase b temsion)was indi-
cated. It is evident that the same result would be obtained
for any other initial point of e instead of a, since the curve
slopes vmre all equal. IIence tbe absolute value of the stress
at the time of balancing the strain equipment hnd no bearing
on the result.

Flight test procedure.— All the fli~ht tests were made at
a pressure aItitucleof 10,000 feet and a take-off gqoss weight
of 45,7oo pounds. Data were obtained at two airspeecLe
(110 and 135 mph, inclicated) in level flight and at 155 to
165 miles per hour in a 2g bank at constant ahitucle. The
airspeed in the 2g bank vras calculated to give the same lift

I coel%cient as that existing in the level-flight condition at
110 miIes per hour in order that the two -wing-loading con-
ditions would be directIy comparable with respect to choril-
wiee pressure distribution.

The detailed flight test procedure was rather involved and
is presented in reference 14. Stated briefiy, temperature
and strain data were recorded for 12 gages with the thermal

—

system inoperative, and then repeated about 4 minutes
after the thermal system had been started.

Results,-The maximum and minimum changes in normal
stress, the maximum change in shear, and the direction of
action of these stress changes were computed from the
rosette-gage data and are presented in table J’I. The terms
“maximum normal” and ‘%ninimnmnormal” are used h-ire
in their algebraic sense. The Poisson ratio correction has
been applied, and the data presented in table ~ represent
actual strew changes. The angle 6 in the table gives the
direction of the Iine of action of the maximum change in
normal stress and is measureclfrom the wing chord with the
positive direction as shown in figure 38. The line of action
of the minimum change in normal stress is at right angles to
that of the masimum normal stress, and the ma-ximum
change in shear is at an angle of 45° to either of these axes.
The rosette-gage stresses were also resolved in the spanwise
and chordwise directions, and thw data are presenhid in
t.abIe VII. The chordwiae variation of temperature and
stress change at the two test stations for the three flight
conditions are prwwnted in figure 40.

TABLE VI.—MAX.IMUN AND MINIMUM CHANGES IN NORMAL STRESS AND MAXIMUM CHANGE IN SHEAR STRESS AT
ROSETTE-STRAIN-GAGELOCATIONSIN WING OUTERPANELOFTHE TESTNRPLANE RESULTINGFROM OPERATION
OF THE THERMAL ICEPREVENTION SYSTEM

110 mph correet L A. S. level Olght. . . .
lWmPhc~ect LA. S. IewI~....
163to lSSmph correct I. A. S. 20 knk-

1, ‘w
Flight condition \

110 mph correct LA. S. Ierel O.iuht. . .

N16to lt15mpheo~ I: A. S.Z!%%!.ii~
135 mph correct I A S level

High-temwraturedeltarosettesat station4i I

High-tempaaturedeltarowtteeat station 137

1 I I

I---------------------------....-.++m Iq+4m –3, 5701,990–33
+4,m +?%

+6,KKI+210 t=
&lEo–34!4 +7, WI –L 650 &X0

I I I t

RG3S RQ3Q

Low-temperature 45’ meettee at stations 47 and 137

‘\. Ckwl Rr34 I EG32

“’4=IS= li=i==-FIlght eandlt [on

110 mph correct I. A. S. levelIll&M . .. . +1, 876 +5W SKl +65 +310 ~fi &o
136 mph correet I. A. S. level Eight . . . . . +1, 5W +632 610 +s9 -1-m

1 For designation of pcsItIve 0 see tlg. W.
+Denotes tcnslon streS, pmrnde per sqrrnre inch.
- Denotes mmpress[ons- ~unds per square heh.
Data mrrected for Poisson ratio ef?ect.
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TABLE VII.-sPAN~SE AND CHORDWISE STRESS CHANGES AT ROSj3TTE STRAIN-GAGE L06AT10NS IN R’ING OtiTEI{ -”
PANEL OF THE TEST AIRPLANE RESULTING FROM OPERATION OF THE “THERMAL ICE-PREVENTION SY$TEM

.-

—.-
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+& Sal
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spell. O:be. si-
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c~A Span- c$hod- spen-

“h
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“-A

110 mph ccmectI. A. B.levef tllght. _.. .--.Ti.iti—_ ------------
lM mph eorreet I. A. S. level flfght-----

+<8s0 +ig :!; $$g . :;: ~g q:;:
+3, Ma

165t0185mph emreetI.A.S.Ubank.-. –a! 840
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-.. +7MI

I.mwtempsrature %0 rmettea at atatfohs 47 and 137

+ denotesMelon stress,pounds w sqoare Inoh.
- denotes oomprw.qionstress, pounds per w.fuarehloh.
Date eorreoted for Pokn ratio eflect.

Discussion ,—The anticipated effect of heating the wing
Ieading edge on the chor.dwise wing stress distribution was

(1)an increase in cornpr~ion for the double-skin region as
a result of resistame to thermal expansion, (2) an increase in
tension in the region between the double skin and the .30-.
percent spar caused by the expanded Ieading edge pulling on
the relatively cool afterbody, and (3) an increase in com-
pression at the 70-percent spar caused by the two spara and
the wing skin acting as a box beam to resist the moment
imposed by the expanding leading edge, This general trend
is evident in all the curves ahowing the chordwiee distribution
of strees change. (See ~. 40.) These curves are based on
the values of stress change nornd to the chord. The chord-
wiae temperature distribution has been added to the stress-
distribution curves in order to facilitate the interpretation
and explanation of the test data.

A comparison of the stress changes for the three flight
conditions is presented in figures40 (g) and 40 (h). Although
the increased heat supplied to the wing in the 29 bank is
evidenced by increased compression at the leading edge and
some deviation of the 2g curve from the level-flight curves at
other chord positions, the over-all agreement between the
streasw for the three conditions is considered sufficient to
allow them to be discussed as one general trend.

The expected compression at the leading edge and 70-
percent spar is evident in figure 40. From 10- to 30-percent
chord, however, considerable variation in the data is noted.
This apparent discrepancy at first appears to refute the antici-
pated general trend, but on further examination is seen to be
the result of local conditions superimposed upon the over-all
pattern. An example of this effect is shown by the data

—

presented for gagw 41, 51, and 52 in figure 40 (d). Tho
expansion of the leading edge would be expected to pull on
the hat section containing gage 51 and exert tension similar
to gage .36 on the lower surface. Apparently, however, the
heated air discharging from the double skin hcahd the hat
section conaiderably (note temperature distribution) and the
restrained expansion induced compressive stresseswhirh wcnw
Iarger than the induced tension. The ~xpansion fore.cs of
the hat section, in turn, placed the colder skin in tension as
signitied by the indication of gage 41. At the ]~~~tion of
gage 52 the stress h=. again reversed, the. actual value at
gage 52 being the result of the combined cffcrk of scvmal
factors of unknown magnitude.

Because locid conditions in son-wcases caused large stress
differences at a given chord location (the actual deviation
depending upon whether the strain gage was rnount.d on
the skin or on a longitudinal stiffener), the stress curves prc.-
sented for station 137 represent some mean vahma of stress
for the region from 10- to 30-percent chord. Although tile
same local heating existed at station 47 (note kmpwwture
distribution for upper surface, figures 40 (a), 40 (b), and
40 (c)), the scatter of data was not obtained because alI the
gages in the local heating region were mounted on the stitT-
eners. The stress curve for the upper surface is, therefore,
more representative of stress in the sti&wra than in the
skin,

The bdief that the scatter of data between 10- and 30- ~
percent chord is largely attributable to localized heating
rather than inaccurate measurements is verified by an
inspection of figures 40 (g) and 40 (h). These curves show _.
consistency of the data between the three flight conditions ._
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for the regions vihere temperature gradients between the
internal structure and skin were negligible. Fu@er ex-
amples of this Iocal heating effect between 10- and 30-percent
chord cmdd be cited; however, the purpose of this report
is to determine, in generaI, the magnitude and importance
of the stresschanges rather than to present a detailed investi-
gation of the wing of the test airplane.

In order to obtain. some indication of the seriousness of
the strws changes, the test data were compared with the
critical values M specified in the w-kg outer-panel stress
analysis as prepared by the airplane manufacturer. The
largest changes in stress were measured at the wing leading
edge, but are particularly dficult to interpret because of
the lack of data on the alIowable Ieading-edge stresses.
Some test data are available which can be reasonably applied
to the wing leading-edge construction, prior to revisions to
incorporate the thermal system, but information on the
double-skin type of construction did not appear to be avail-
able. In order to obtain some indication of the seriousnwa
of the measured leading-edge strees changes, the stresses
from the wing design analysis were combined with the
thermal stresses and the fhal result compared with a cal-
culated allowable value for combined loading of the un-
altered Ieading edge. This analysis is presented in refer-
ence 14 and indicated that the thermal system did not pro-
duce a critical stress condition for the test airplane. Because
of the specific nature of the problem, and also the lack of
information on the treatment of combined stresses from
aerodynamic loads and thermal expansion in sheet meta.I
structures, no conclusion can be made r~ardin~ the prob-
ability of” thermal
in other airplanes.

/

stresses of serious ma-~tude occurring

METALLURGICAL EXAMINATION OF THE WING LEADING-EDGE
STIN7CTUEE FOR EFFEOTS OF CORROSION

The possibdity of corrosion is always prtw+entin aircraft .
structurs and this possibility assumes greater importance
when tbe corrosion resistance of the structure may have been
reduced by over-heating. The probability of corrosiog is
increased in the case of a wing incorporating a thermal ice-
prevention system with free-stream air as the heat-t.r~fer ‘
medium because of the corrosive media which maybe inducted
into the wing interior. In such a system the free-stream
air, containing supercooled waterdrops and possibly snow, ” “”
passesthrough a heat a~changerlocated in the engine exhauati
gas stream and then circulates through the wing interior.

The passage of this hot, moist air over surfaces of Alclad
24*T vvould not be expected to cause appreciable corrosion
were”it not for the fact that condensation may occur and
that the condensation invariably contains dissolved sub-
stances. Cloud drops usually contain dissolved oxygen along
with other substances common to certain regions (e. g.,
chlorides from sea water). The water resulting from con-
densation acts as an eIectroIyte, allowing galvanic action,
which is especially diflicult to combat in such a complex
structure as an airplane w~m. If there is any leakage of

-exhaust gas into the system, sulphldes, bromides, and car-
bonates may be introduced. The acids which may redt
from the combination of these radicals with the condensation
are corrosive to aluminum alloys.

As a remdt of the foregoing considerations, a metallurgical
examination of the structural material in the wing Ieading “
edge of the test airplane was undertaken to determinewhether

I the high temperatures existiug had produced any evident=

.S}ofion oncf specimen numbers.. A

“’?’/2

\ - ‘Nose rib

)/-4-’5 ‘-’’”’’’””’O’’””’””.-w.ro.:x.m
\

c+n4:---- n ‘-:-Transition dud

Note: Specimen from feeding edge oufe~ skin iuken at sfaiIon II not shown. ‘

FIQUBE 41.–Lsadfng edge of the left wing outer panel showing k!ation c4 aBcImena takan fw micmesarnhmtion.
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of corrosive action which”could~be attributed to the thermal
system.

Selection of specimens t—Representative specimens were
removed from the wing after about 225 hours of flight opera-
tion of the thermal system. The locations at which the speci-
mens wereremoved were seIected by a visual examination for
pitting or any other indication of corrosive action. Samples
were taken from the baffle plate at stations 14, 15, 48, 59 and
104, from the nom ribs at stations 11 and 22, and from the
nose outer skin at station 11, as shown in figure 41.

FNIURE 42.—Corras1onend soil deposit on baflle plate btween stationsb9 snd m. The
iargebieckspotsureparticlesfroma syntheticsponge-rubbergasket.

FKWEE43.-Area of beflle pleta shown h figure 42nftercleerrlng with rmtane.

Results and discussion.—Visual examination of the baffle
plate revealed a slightly dirty surface accompanied by an
appearance of slight pin-point corrosion as shown in figure 42.
After removal of the dirt, the positive presence of corrosicm
was established and is ahown in figure 43. The large black.
lumps adhering to the sheet (fig. 42) were identified as par-
ticIes from a synthetic sponge-rubb- gasket which was
located at the inboard end of the transition duct (station O,
fig, 41). The heat had disintegrated a portion of the gasket
and the hot air had carried the particles into the ducting
where they had deposited and hardened on the surface of the
baffle plate. Beneath these black lumps of synthetic rubber
a severe corrosion was noted. Examination of a cross section
of the baille plate, indicated by the line A–A on figure 42,
rewmled a marked pitting of the cladding, but a normal core
(fig. 44). Mioroexamination of a cross section beneath

anotherparticle at statiou 14 showed a definito attack of IJM
core along the grain boundaries (fig. 45). The fact that the
synthetic rubber particles set up intercrysttdline corrosion at
station 14 and not at station 59 may be attribut.cd to thu
probably higher baffle-plate temperature at station 14 and
thus a greater susceptibility to intcrcrystdhno corrosion at
that station.

A further examination of the cross section of th btifllc
plate at station 14 revealed a decidedly aged core structure,
Heavy precipitation at the grain bou~da~es and within 1110

FIQUEB 44-Cross swtlon of baf@pIate cladding end sore beneath the eynthetlo mbbrr
particle at SectIon A-A, Sgnre 42. Mmgnifkatforr, ‘ZY)X,Keiier’s etch. PItthsg Is sewxo
but baa not pmetrated the cledd!rrg.

J?mtim 4ti.-Cmss section of I@Ibwlete cIaddiug and core at stntton 14,ebowlng [ntercrw
taillne eorwlon. Magniflcmtlon,250X;Kcilor’setch, mid hot W pcmentaulutionof nllrlo
eeid.

grains was observed. Long periods of hetit.inghad instigutcd”
a coalc+scenceof the precipitation resulting in rclatiwJy hinge
rounded particks. AIso, a considerable decrcasc in grain
contrast was noted. Aluminum alloys exhibiting such a
structure are reported in reference 23 to be quits susmptiblc
to intercrystallinecorrosion. The ballkplatc specimens at
stations 48 and 104 revealed a normal 24S-T aluminum alloy
core structure, indicating that t~e overheating of the bathe
plate and attendant reduction in resistance to corrosion did
not extend to station 48.

Nficroexamination of the section of the web of the nose rib
at station 11 evidenced minute amounts of precipitation
at the grati. boundariw, but it is not believed that tiny excc.e-
sive temperature effects were indicated. The mirrostrnc-
tures of the leading-edge outer skiu at station 11 and in the
web of the nose rib at station 22 were comparalh to tliti~of
norma124S-T aluminum alloy.
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CONCLUSIONS

~ the result of a comprehensive investigation of a thermal
ice-prevention system for a typical @n-engine transport air-
pIane, the following conchmions -ivluchare applicable to sys-
tems sindar to that tested maybe stated:

1. A comparison of the surface temperature rise experi-
enced in flight (130° to 150° F above ambienhair tempera-
ture) with that specided in the design analysis (100° F)
indicates that the amdysis procedure for calculating the
necessary heated-air flow-ratea is conservative and requires
further refinement.

2. The thermal performance of the ice-prevcmtion system
permitted operation in aII natural-icing conditiom, encoun-
t-exedwithout the loss of functional efficiency of the heated
surfaces.

3. The installation of an ice-prevention system similar in
thermal performance to that tqked could be elhcted with a
negIi#bIe 10ssin the airphtne cruise performance, provided
the heat-exchanger installation was given consideration in the
early stagm of the nacelle design.

4. In order to avoid unnec-ary and possibly dangerous
reduction in streugth of the theirnal ice-prevention structure
while at elevated temperatures, control of the heated-air
temperature to provide ordy that heat required for ice-
prevention may be desirable in some installations. Evm
with such control the reduction in yield and uhhnate strength
of some structural members in the leading-edge region can be
of the order of 5 to 10 percent.

5. The operation of a wing leading-edge thermal ice-
prevention system may (depending upon the unheated wing
margins of safety) result in stresschanges requiring considerat-
ion in the wing stress analysis.

& h’o corrosive effects were noted which could be attrib-
uted to the basic principle of employing free-stream air,
heated by an e.xhaust+ys-tc-air heat exchanger, as the heat
transfer medium in an interred circulatory system.

AMES AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AEROi-iA~CS,

llOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
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